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Abst ract - - In  this work, a new class of inverse Laplace transforms of exponential functions in- 
volving nested square roots are determined. Using these new inverses and other techniques from 
Laplace transform theory, a new class of three-parameter d finite integrals, that yield to exact eval- 
uation, is generated. It is shown that these integrals evaluate to simple closed-form expressions. 
These results are then verified using independent analytical techniques. Special and limiting cases of 
the parameters are investigated, some of which yield well-known expressions from classical analysis. 
Asymptotic results for these integrals and inverses are also given. In addition, a representation f the 
complementary error function as a limit is presented. Last, some aspects concerning the numerical 
implementation f these inverses are discussed and several applications in continuum mechanics are 
noted. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Inverse Laplace transforms involving nested (double) square roots arise in many areas of appl ied 
mathemat ics ,  usual ly as a result of solving a l inear evolution part ia l  differential equat ion (PDE) 
of fourth order in the spat ia l  variable(s).  Examples  of such problems abound in fluid mechanics. 
In the theory  of seepage of homogeneous l iquids in f ractured or fissured s t ra ta  [1] and in various 
unsteady  flow problems involving viscous fluids with coupled stresses [2], one is usual ly faced with 
a coupled system consist ing of two l inear PDEs,  each of second order in the spat ia l  variable(s).  
Such systems can be wr i t ten as a single equat ion of fourth order and, in theory, solved exact ly  
using the tempora l  Laplace transform. Up to the present, however, the usual approach has been 
to s impl i fy the problem so that  the complex inversion formula and/or  known Laplace inverses 
could easi ly be used (i.e., neglecting spat ia l  derivatives of order greater than two) [1], or l imit ing 
the formulat ion of the problem to s teady-state  cases [2]. 
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In our recent study of dipolar fluids [3], we encountered the following functions in the Laplace 
transform domain: 
e -~ - e -n~ f(x, s) 
f(x,  s) = and - - ,  (1) 
V/(sa2 + 1)2 - 4sb 2 s 
where s is the (complex) Laplace transform variable, a(>_ 0) and b(> 0) are material constants 
which carry units of length (b being restricted to strictly positive values so as to maintain the 
dipolar nature of the fluid), x(> 0) denotes displacement, and 
rl,2 = b l sa2 + l T V/(sa2 + (2) 
Laplace inverses of these functions, however, do not appear in any source that we are aware of 
(e.g., [4,5], Mathematica 3.0 [6]). In this work, we will determine the exact Laplace inverses of 
the above two transforms and, in addition, use these transforms and their inverses to generate 
an entire class of related inverses and a class of definite integrals. 
In preparing this article, we had three goals. First, to give a new class of inverse Laplace 
transforms of exponential form, in effect, to extend the work of Puri and Kythe [7] to a class of 
inverse Laplace transforms of exponential form involving double square roots; second, to introduce 
a new class of definite integrals and the method employed to generate them; and third, to present 
mathematical results that are useful to researchers in a variety of fields. 
2. ANALYS IS  
We now proceed to evaluate the Laplace inverse of f using the complex inversion formula [8] 
1 f "y+icx~ 
= e  f(x, s) ds, t > 0, (3) £ - l [ f (x , s ) ]  = F(x,t) 
where F(x, t) : 0 for t < 0 and the arbitrary real number -y > 0 lies to the right of all the 
singularities of f .  To evaluate the inversion integral, the singularities of f must be found. To 
this end, we recast f (x,  s) as 
[xJ(sa2________+ 1)2-4sb2] 
f (x ,s)  = - x/(sa 2+1)2-4sb  2 sinh L2b~/(sa2 + l) + 2bv~ j ' (4) 
from which it is clear that all singularities of f are removable xcept he branch point at s = 0. 
Hence, by Cauchy's theorem we have 
1_~ $f e~t{e -~2x - e -~'~} ds O, (5) 
2ri Js v/(sa 2 + 1) 2 - 4sb 2 
where the Bromwich contour R, shown in Figure 1, is traversed in the counterclockwise direction. 
As is usually the case, the integrals along the arcs BCD and HIA approach zero as R --* oc. In 
addition, the integral along arc EFG goes to zero as e -o 0 +. Thus, we find 
1 lim ~l im [fD eStf (x 's)ds+ fG eSt f (x ' s )ds l} '  (6) £- l [ f (x 's ) ] - -  21ri R-~°° I.~--*o+ E 
where on segments DE and GH s = 7e ±~" (7 > 0), respectively. Taking the indicated limits and 
simplifying, equation (6) becomes 
1 foo  e -"t sin[xu(7)] d7, t > 0, (7) 
£- l [ f (x , s ) ]=_~yo x/a472+27(2b -a  2 )+1 




j J  
B 
Figure 1. Bromwich contour R = AB U BCD U DE U EFG UGH U H IA .  
where 
u(~)=b~ ?a2-1+x/a%72+2~(2b2-a2)+12 (8) 
Now, consider the transform f(x, s)/s. The Laplace convolution [8] gives 
[~]  l fo~ (e-Vt -1)sin[xu(~)] d~?, t>0.  (9)  
£ -1  = ~ 7/V/~V2 + 27 (2b 2 - a2) + 1 
However, using the complex inversion formula results in 
[ ~ ]  1~ ~ e-Vtsin[xu(77)] d~, t>0,  (10) 
~-1 = e -x /b  -- 1 + ~ ?Tv/a4r/2 -b 2~7 (2b 2 - a 2) -V 1 
where the contour R was again used (see Figure 1). Equating the right-hand side of equation (9) 
to the right-hand side of equation (10) gives 
e_X/b = 1 f~ sin[xu(~)] dv. (II) 
1 7r J0 ~v/a4~ 2 + 27 (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 
Like the inverses used to generate it, this integral does not appear in any source that we are 
familiar with (e.g., [5,6]). Let us now verify this result directly. To this end, we observe that the 
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left-hand side of equation (11) is independent of the parameter a. Denoting the integral on the 
right-hand side by I(a, b), we compute Ia(a, b). This gives 
fo 2 fo~ a(a2~l-1) sin[xu(~)] 1 °0 axu(~) cos[zu(~/)] d~? -
Ia(a,b) = -~ a4712 + 2~l (252_a2) + 1 -~ (a4712 + 27] (2b2 _a2) + l)3/2 d7 ]. (12) 
The first integral in equation (12) can be written as 
l f0~ [ u2(~/) ] [ ax(a2u2(~)+l)c°s[xu(r])] ] d~. (13) 
Ir (a2u2(r]) + 1) x/a4~] 2+ 2r] (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 u(~]) x/a4~] 2+ 2~/(2b 2 - a 2) + 1 
Integrating by parts, expression (13) becomes 
2au2(~]) sin[xu(r])] 2 [o~ a (a2v  - 1) sin[xv(v)] 
lim +-  J0 d~]. (14) ~cc  7r (a2u2(~) + 1) v/a4r/2 + 2r] (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 7r (a4r] 2 -t- 2?7 (2b 2 - a 2) + 1) 3/2 
Clearly, the limit in the first term of expression (14) is zero while the second term is just the 
negative of the second integral in equation (12). Hence, Ia(a, b) = 0, for all a. Thus, the right- 
hand side of equation (11) is also independent of a. We are, therefore, free to pick any value of a 
we please. On setting a --= b > 0 and r! = u 2, I becomes 
2 ~oo sin[xu] _ e_x/b. 
I(b) = ~ _ u(u2 + b_2) du = 1 
This integral is of the Laplace type and easily verified (see, e.g., [5]). 
equation (11) is established independently. 
(15) 
Hence, the validity of 
3. ADDIT IONAL RESULTS 
Other new inverse Laplace transforms can be generated from equations (7) and (10). For 
example, differentiating equation (10) with respect o x n times gives us 
] £-1 r~'e "'_ - ri e ~ _ H - n +-  , (16) [sv/(sa2 + 1)2 _4sb 2 b '~ 7r rlv/a4r] 2 + 27] (2b 2 -a  2) + 1 
where H(.) is the Heaviside unit step function and 
( -1)  n/2 sin[xu(~])], for n =- 0, 2, 4 , . . . ,  
A[xu(~])] = ( -1)  (3~-1)/2 cos[xu(r])], for n = 1, 3, 5 , . . . .  
(17) 
In particular, taking n = 2 results in 
£-1 [[ r2e-r..._..~2X-- r..__~e_.frl_._.~ 1) 2  4sb 2]= __  1~o°~ e-'Ttv2(rl)sin[xu(r])] dT} . (18) 
sv/(sa 2 b 2 7r ~]x/a47] 2 + 2~] (2b 2 -  a 2) + 1 
Employing some algebraic manipulations and the fact that £-1[ . ]  is a linear operator, equa- 
tion (18) becomes 
a2£-1 [ e-r2x - e-f ix +£-1[  e - r2X-e - r l z  ] £ -1  - + - 
[~/ (sa2+l )2 -4sb  2 [sv / (sa2+X)2-4sb  2 + [e r2x se  rlx ] 
I1o  = 2e-X/b __ + -- 
7r ~/a47"] 2 + 2~ (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 ~r ~]v/a4r] 2 + 2~] (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 
1 f~ e -vt sin[xu(r])] 
dr. J0 7r r] 
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Using equations (7) and (10) in equation (19) gives us the new inverse 
£-1[ e-r2x+e-rlx]s = e-X/b+ l - --orl fo~e-'~tsin[xu(~l)]&?,V t>0.  (20) 
In fact, for a = b, equation (20) reduces to the known result 
£-1 [e -~]  =1-  -or2f0~e-~U~sin[xU]duu = erfc [2-~t ] , (21) 
where r~ = u 2 and erfc[-] is the complementary error function. Although more laborious, one can 
obviously obtain additional inverses by differentiating with respect o the parameters a and/or b. 
In addition, we note that integrating the inverses given in this article with respect o x, say from 
zero to x, is a another simple method of generating new inverses. Our investigation also yielded 
the expression 
[aV~] 2a lim foo e-t(,7+~2)sin 2 [(x/2)v/-~] erfc = T x -~ J0 ~ (7 + a~) @ (22) 
Equation (22) is, to the best of our knowledge, a new way of representing the complementary 
error function. Moreover, we can verify equation (22) by expressing it as 
erfc[r I = 1 - L e-~2 dv - cos[xu] du, (23) 
where t = T2/a 2 and ~ = u 2. The first term on the right-hand side of equation (23) is the 
definition of erfc[w]; the limit of the second term is zero by the extended Riemann-Lebesgue 
theorem [9]. Hence, equation (22) is validated. Clearly, equation (22) can be differentiated 
and/or integrated with respect o a or t to obtain additional results. 
For completeness, we now determine £-l[e-r2~ + e-~.~]. On multiplying the left-hand side 
of equation (20) by s and inverting the resulting product using the Laplace convolution and the 
fact that £- l[s] = (~(t), where 5(.) is the Dirac delta fimction and the superposed ot denotes 
differentiation with respect o t, we obtain 
. . . .  e -vt sin[xu(T/)] d'y. (24) 
or r] or 
Last, we note that the methods mentioned here for generating new Laplace inverses can also 
be applied to equation (11) to generate other integrals in its class. 
4. SPECIAL  AND L IMIT ING 
On setting a = b - c -1 > 0, equation (7) reduces to 
_i Ji°°e-)~tsin[xv/-~]d~ ec't { ( -~  _ 
or ~ + c 2 2 e -~  erfc cv~ x 
CASES 
eCZ erfc (cx/t + -~--~) } . (25) 
This result can be verified using the known Laplace inverse of e-X'fi/(s -c 2) [4]. Letting t --* 0 + 
in equation (25) yields lff 
or 
For a = 0, equation (11) reduces to 
1 - e -z /b  = --7rl fo °° 
sin [xv~ ] dr/ 
~/+c 2
-- e -cx. (26) 
s in I (x /b )¢( -1 -b~l /21  d~]. 
~7 X/4X/4X/4X/4X/4X/4X~ + 1
(27) 
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The r ight-hand side can be evaluated irectly by substitut ing us = - 1 + X/4X/4X/4X/4X/4X/4X~ ÷ 1. For a = bye ,  
equation (11) becomes 
s in [ (x /b ) i (2b27-1÷v/4b472÷1) /2 ]  d7. (28) 1-  e -x/b = --1 foo  
7r Jo 7v/4b472 + 1 
A direct evaluation of this integral is possible by letting u s = 4b47 ÷ 1. Mult iplying both sides 
of equation (11) by ~ and taking the limit as x -* ~ gives 
f~  sin[xv(7)] d7 m 
J0 7v/a47 s + 27 (2b s - a s) + 1 
= ~ (29) 
Furthermore,  taking the limit as x -~ oo on both sides of equation (9) and using equation (29) 
gives us the addit ional result 
foo  e - ' it  sin[xv(7)] d7 
2Lm 
]0 7V/a472 + 27 (2b s - a 2) + 1 
= rr. (30) 
Taking the limit as x -~ oo on both sides of equation (7) indicates that  
~o °° e -vt sin[xv(~)] d7 = 0. 
aim ~/a4,S + 27 (2bs - a2) + 1 (31) 
We note with interest that  the limits taken in equations (30) and (31) are independent of the 
parameter  t (> 0) and in the limit as t --- 0 +. 
Integrat ing both sides of equation (11) with respect to x from zero to infinity yields the ex- 
pressions 
b+ ! f0~ d7 
7v(7)v/a4~ 2 + 2~1 (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 
= lim x + 
x - .~  ~ 7v(~])v/a472 + 27 (2b 2 -- a 2) + 1 ' 
lim ~ - - ~ , (~) , /~-a -~~b-~- - -  a~) + I 
From equation (33), we conclude that  
2 
fro a¢ sin2[(z/2)v(7)] 47 ,'~ x - b, (34) 
rr 7v(7)v/a472 + 27 (2b 2 - a 2) + 1 
when x is large. Last, mult iplying both sides of equation (15) by 7r/2 and letting b -~ 0 + allows 
us to obtain the well-known result 
7r foo  sin[xu] du. 
(35) 
2 Jo u 
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£- t [ f ] ,  £-~[f /s]  
I . , , , J , , l . . . .  __s , , 
XX 0.5 1 ~.5 
-0 .1  
1 
-0°2 
-0 .3  " ~" " " -- 
2,5 3 
F igure  2. £ -1 [ f ]  (sol id curve) and  £- l [ f / s ]  (broken curve) vs. t for x = a = b = 1.0. 
5.  NUMERICAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
Up to this point, the pr imary objective of this work has been to derive exact results using 
the methods of classical analysis. In this section, however, we will present results useful to the 
numerical  implementat ion of these new inverses. The numerical evaluation of improper integrals 
can be problematic due to the difficulties involved in selecting a cut-off point for the numerical 
summat ions  (see [10]). To avoid this, we recast the improper integrals in equations (7) and (10) 
a.s the proper definite integrals 
£ -1 [ f ]  2 fo 1 = - - I T (u ,  z ,  t )  du  
7r 
and 2-1  = ¢-x/b __ 1 + -- 2-10(u , x, t) du, ,',36) 
7r 
where 
u e -lull(I-u)2 sin[xj(u)] 
ZT(u,x, t )  = (1 -- u)v/(1 - It) 4 @ 2112(2b 2 - -  a2)(1 - u) 2 + a41t 4' (37) 
ZlO(U, X, t) = (1 -- U) e - tu2 / (1 -u )2  s in [x j (u ) ]  
uv/ (1  -- ?.t) 4 -[- 2u2(Sb  2 - a2)(1 - u)2 + a4~t 4'  
(88) 
and where we have employed the transformations r] = w 2 and w = u/(1 - u), and 
! 
1 . /a2u 2 - (1 - u) 2 + V/(1 - '8) 4 q- 21t  2 (252  - -  a 2) (1 -- u) 2 + a4u 4 
j (u ) -  b(1-  u) Y 2 
(39) 
As can be easily shown, both 2"7 and 2-10 are bounded functions on 0 < u < 1. Moreover, as 
u ~ 0 +, 1 - ,  we find that  5[7 -~ 0, 0 and 4110 -~ x, 0. 
In Figure 2, we have plotted £ - l [ f ]  (solid curve) and £- l [ f / s ]  (broken curve), as given by 
equations (36), for x = a = b = 1.0 using Mathematica 3.0 [6, pp. 875--879]. For the interest 
of the reader, we note that  inverting f and f / s ,  again for x = a = b = 1.0, using 100-term 
approximat ions of the Riemann sum inversion method given by Tzou [11] produced a pair of 
curves indistinguishable from those given in Figure 2. Last, while our focus here has been on the 
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inverses of f and f/s, clearly the same analytical tools and methods can be applied to the other 
inverses given in this work. 
6. D ISCUSSION 
In this work, we have given a new class of inverse Laplace transforms involving nested square 
roots. From these inverses, we have found a new class of definite integrals that yield to exact 
evaluation. The new Laplace inverses given in this article are directly applicable to a variety of 
unsteady, one-dimensional flow problems involving dipolar fluids [3], fluids with coupled stresses 
(~ a = 0, see [2,3]), and, on fixing a > 0 and letting b ~ 0 +, to Rivlin-Ericksen fluids (see 
[3,12]) and the special case of underground fluid flow in fractured or fissured media studied in [1]. 
Moreover, it is clear that other classes of Laplace inverse and definite integrals can be generated 
using the same approach employed here. 
Finally, it is hoped that these results and others derived from them will prove useful to re- 
searchers not only in the various branches of continuum mechanics, but also to those in applied 
mathematics and analysis as well. 
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